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Space to Earth PE Activities 
 

Record and reflect on your time in our challenge diary 

 
Students can use a simple notebook to jot down practice times, collect data and reflect on their progress. 
 
They could: 

• set weekly physical activity goals 
• record data 
• make daily observations about their physical performance. 

 
Encourage students to record observations in their Mission Journals before and after each session.  They could add 
photographs, blog entries or graphs to show their progress. 

 

 
 
 
Safety 

 

Stress the proper technique for all physical activities. 

• Ensure students have enough to drink before and after exercise. 

• Watch for signs of overheating. 

• Incorporate warm-up/stretching and cool-down periods in each session. 

 

Special Needs 

 
Most of the activities can be adapted for students of varying abilities.  You may wish to: 

• Pair students with a more able student or adult. 
• Shorten the course, reduce the number of repeats, widen the agility course to 

accommodate wheel chairs etc.   
• Stress that astronauts on return to earth have limited mobility 
• Note that Stephen Hawking was able to enjoy ZeroG without his wheelchair. 

• Use larger or lighter balls. 

 

Ask your students: 
 

• Can you name a type of physical activity that became easier to do over time? 

• Which body parts did the activity strengthen? 

• Why do you think the activity became easier? 

• Which daily tasks might become easier if you continue with this activity? 

• How might astronauts benefit from this activity? 

• How did environmental challenges affect your performance? 

• What environmental challenges might astronauts face in space? 
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PREPARATION 
 
Heart Rate 

 
Before undertaking the following activities, ask students to find their heart rates (pulses).  Students 
should then calculate their target heart rates and see how closely the two measures tally.  Students 
should record their heart rates and target heart rates in their Mission Journals. 

 

Tell students:  “Your heart rate or pulse is the number of times your heart beats in one minute.  Your 
pulse rate may be different to that of your classmates.  Your pulse is lower when you are at rest and 
increases when you exercise.  Your pulse goes up because more oxygen-rich blood is needed by the 
body when you exercise”. 

 
Find a pulse on your wrist 

 
1.  Place the tips of your index, second and third fingers on the palm side of your other wrist, below the 
base of the thumb. 

2.  Move your fingers to just below the thumb base and press down lightly until you feel a throbbing 
sensation in your wrist. 

3.  Use a stopwatch to count the beats you feel for 10 seconds. 

4.  Multiply this number by six to get your heart rate (pulse) per minute. 

 
Find a pulse on your neck 

 
1.  Place the tips of your index and second fingers on your lower neck, on either side of your windpipe. 

2.  Press down lightly until you feel a throbbing sensation. 

3.  Use a stopwatch to count the beats you feel for 10 seconds.  

4.  Multiply this number by six to get your heart rate (pulse) per minute. 

 

 
 

 
What is your target heart rate? 

 
220 minus your age, multiplied by 0.7 equals your Target Heart Rate (THR) 

 

What is a normal pulse? 

Age Group Normal Heart Rate at Rest 

Children (Ages 6 to 15) 70 to 100 beats per minute 
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ACTIVITY 1 : Space Station Walk Back 
 

Lesson Objectives 

 

Students will: 

• perform a walk to improve lung, heart and other muscle endurance 

• record observations about improvements in their physical endurance using data about their lungs, 
hearts and other muscles. 

 

Introduction 

 

Whether exploring the cratered moon or the rocky terrain of Mars, astronauts need transport.  Go-cart 
like vehicles called Rovers assist with carrying sample collections, transporting crew members and other 
daily operations.  NASA sets limits (up to 10 km or 6.2 mi) on how far a Rover can be driven from its 
base station, in case of mechanical problems.  Crew members must be capable of walking back to their 
base station, if necessary. 

 

Before their mission, astronauts undergo training (under the supervision of NASA Astronaut Strength, 
Conditioning and Rehabilitation Specialists) to ensure they can perform mission tasks such as a “walk-
back”.  Walking or jogging improves muscular endurance, as well as heart and lung endurance (cardio-
respiratory endurance).  Regular exercise on Earth and in space helps crew members maintain their 
endurance. 

 

A spacesuit has a major impact on an astronaut’s physical performance in a walk-back. During exercise 
on Earth, your body heats up, but as perspiration evaporates, you cool down again.  In a space suit, 
perspiration does not evaporate.  Astronauts must wear liquid cooling garments under their spacesuits.  
These contain tubes to circulate water around the body to cool it. NASA engineers and scientists give 
crew members plenty of practice at moving in their spacesuits.  Trainees practice numerous tasks 
underwater in the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory at the NASA Johnson Space Center, to simulate a 
reduced-gravity environment. 

 

NASA scientists use bed rest – lying down for up to 90 days – as a way to simulate reduced gravity. 
Bed-rest subjects walk on a vertical treadmill while in a lying-down position, to simulate lunar gravity and 
walking on the moon. 

 

Timing:   

 

15 to 30 minutes 

 

Location:    

 

A safe walking surface. 
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Equipment 

 

• Smart phone, pedometer or measuring wheel 

• Stopwatch 

 

Procedure 

 

• Sprint 100m (110 yards) 

• Walk 100m (110 yards) 

• Repeat this four times 

 

Assessment 

 

Ask the following open-ended questions before, during and after the activity, to help students make 
observations about their physical fitness levels and progress. 

 

• How do you feel? 

• How far did you get? 

• What happened to your heart rate? 

• Where does the energy you are using come from? 

• What do your legs feel like now compared to the first time you tried this activity? 

• How has your breathing changed during the activity? 

• How did your body cool itself during the activity? 

• How well would your body cool itself if you were wearing a thick coat? 

• What challenges might astronauts face on a walk-back to their base station? 

• How might these challenges affect their performance? 

 

Students should note the following quantitative data: 

 

• heart rate (beats per minute) 

• respiration rate (breaths per minute) 

• rate of perceived exertion (on a scale of 1-10). 

 

Students should note the following qualitative data: 

 

• a description of how sweaty or thirsty they feel 

• a description of how sore they feel in various parts of their bodies. 
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ACTIVITY 2 : Jump for the Moon 
 
 
Lesson Objectives 
 
Students will: 

• perform jump training with a rope, to increase bone strength  
• perform jumps over markers or cones 
• record observations about improvements in their training in their Mission Journals. 

 

Introduction 
 
On Earth, humans experience the effects of gravity as a constant force, pulling on the human body.  This 
constant force is essential for building the healthy, strong bones. 
 
The force can be increased and bones can be made stronger by doing regular weight-bearing activities such as 
jumping, walking, running or dancing. This is especially important when we are young, as this is when our 
skeletons are most responsive to exercise.  
 
Astronauts undergo physical training to ensure their bones are strong enough for their mission.  
Once in space, bones in the lower torso and legs are most affected by the reduced gravity and are more likely 
than others to suffer bone loss.  NASA engineers “artificially load” astronauts by providing harnesses for them to 
wear that strap them to treadmills while they exercise.  
 
On returning to Earth, astronauts continue to exercise and eat properly in an effort to build up their bone 
strength.  They have their bone mineral density (BMD) tested up to three years after they return, to ensure their 
bones are as strong and healthy as they were before they left. 
Bone strength can be improved just by jumping – or jumping over a rope. 
 

Timing 
 
15 to 30 minutes 
 

Location 
 
A flat, dry surface with room to travel.  Students should be two arm lengths apart. 
 

Equipment 
 

• Mission Journal and pencil 
• Skipping ropes 
• Stopwatch 

 
Safety 
 
Students should: 

• use a jump rope appropriate for their height 
• bend their knees slightly when landing 
• aim to land on the balls of their feet, then sink to their heels. 
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Procedure 
 

• Skip on the spot for 60 seconds without stopping 
• Rest for 30 seconds 
• Repeat this activity three times 
• Repeat the activity, but travelling forward with each jump 
• As above, incorporating jump jacks 
• Increase the time to one minute and then to two minutes 
• Increase the number of jumps per time period 
• Jump on one foot or with both feet together. 

 

Assessment 
 
Ask the following open-ended questions before, during and after the activity, to help students make 
observations about their physical fitness levels and progress. 
 

• How do you feel? 
• How long did you jump without stopping? 
• How does staying stationary feel different from moving? 
• What happened to your heart rate? 
• Did you sweat? 
• How do you think this activity might help your bone strength? 
• Why might maintaining bone strength be a challenge for astronauts in space? 
• What muscles do you feel you are working as you jump? 

 
Students should note the following quantitative data: 
 

• rate of perceived exertion (on a scale of 1-10) 
• distance travelled 
• length of rest period 
• respirations (breaths per minute) 
• heart rate (beats per minute) 

 
Students should note the following qualitative data: 
 

• a description of how sweaty or thirsty they feel 
• a description of how sore they feel in various parts of their bodies 
• a description of any shakiness or muscle cramps. 
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ACTIVITY 3 : Agility Astro-Course 
 
 
Lesson Objectives 

 
 
Students will: 

 complete an agility course to improve movement skills, co-ordination, and speed 

 record observations about improvements in agility in your exercise diary. 
 

Introduction 
 
Agility is the ability to rapidly change direction without loss of speed, balance or control.  Agility training reduces 
your risk of injury, stops you getting out of breath and gives you the flexibility to deal with a range of physical 
challenges.  Just like an athlete, astronauts must do strength and agility training, to perform better in space and 
on their return to Earth. 
 
Astronauts lose agility while spending time in space because they are floating around and don‘t have to change 
direction quickly.  Astronauts work with NASA’s Astronaut Strength, Conditioning & Rehabilitation (ASCR) 
Specialists, who provide them with one-on-one pre-flight and post-flight conditioning activities.  To help 
astronauts recover their agility after a mission, they run through an agility course that tests their speed, reaction 
time and hand-eye co-ordination. 
 

Location 
 
A non-slip flat surface such as a gym floor, outside on dry grass, or on a five-lane athletic track. 
 

Equipment 
 
8 cones 
Measuring tape or metre stick 
Paper and pencil 
Mission Journals and pencil 
Swimming noodles placed on the cones (optional) 
Stopwatch 
 

Procedure 
 

• Lay out the course as shown in the diagram (below). 
• Run the course to demonstrate to the students the proper path to take. 
• Students form a line and complete the course one at a time. 
• Students begin by lying on their fronts (similar to starting a push up) with hands by their shoulders. 
• Shout ‘Go!’ to start each student running. 
• Time the students as they complete one lap. 
• Extension: make up a new agility course that is a larger with more cones or shorter with fewer cones. 

How difficult is each course to complete? 
• Extension: do jumping jacks for 30 seconds and immediately try the agility course again.  Did your time 

increase or decrease? 
• Extension: decrease rest time between laps. 
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Diagram 
 
The length of the course is 10 meters (33 feet) and the 
distance between the start and finish points is 5 meters 
(16.5 feet).  Four cones mark the start, finish and the two 
turning points.  Another four cones are placed down the 
centre an equal distance 3.3 meters (11 feet) apart. 
 
(Adapted from the Illinois Agility Course) 
 
 

 
 
Assessment 

 
Ask the following open-ended questions before, during 
and after the activity, to help students make 
observations about their physical fitness levels and 
progress. 
 

• How do you feel? 
• Are you getting more tired each time you complete the course? 
• Are you getting better each time you run the course? 
• How do you know you are getting better? 
• What do you think would be more difficult for an astronaut: completing this course after a 14-day 

mission or a 6-month mission? 
• Do you think astronauts could successfully complete this course the day they landed after a 6-month 

mission?  Could they do it a week later?  A month later? 
 
Students should note the following quantitative data: 
 

• time taken to complete a lap 
• number of laps 
• length of rest period 
• number of penalties (knocked over cones) 
• rate of perceived exertion (on a scale of 1-10). 

 
Students should note the following qualitative data: 
 

• a description of how they prepared (e.g. stretches, warm-ups, diet, rest) 
• a description of how sore specific parts of their bodies feel after exercise. 
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ACTIVITY 4 : Get On Your Space Bike, Scooter or Spacehopper 
 
Introduction 
 
One exercise that has been used by astronauts on the International Space Station for over 10 years is the cycle 
ergometer (CEVIS).  Russian Astronauts have a cycle called VELO.    Muscle and bones carry less weigh in 
weightlessness and get weaker.  Training with a cycle improves leg muscles, cardio-vascular fitness and 
endurance.  It also improves co-ordination, posture and balance.   
 

Lesson Objectives 
 
Students will: 
 

• Try to travel as far as they can on static exercise bikes. 
• Record the distance travelled and enter in your exercise diary. 
• Be encouraged to take pictures of themselves cycling and paste them in their diary or share with Tim 

Peake using #triwithtim and @space2earth .   
 

 

 

 


